
Wireless Flash Trigger Kit 

Feature１
Versatile, Reliable
remote flash trigger

Feature2
Easy Control the 
lighting in the cordless

Feature3
Works on 2.4GHz
frequency

Feature4
Extended range up to 
100 meters

PFT-28 
with POLARIS Karat Flash Meter 
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Wireless in firing the strobe, taking the measurement instantly!

Fax: 81-3-3433-3832 
～Measure for measure～

PFT-28

Since 1978



Multi-flash measuring 

It makes control of lighting more freely and 
easy, when enough lights require in the 
Background. 

Create a “highlight” that can not be put in 
one of the flash. It is also possible to 
eliminate the disturbing “shadows” to 
picture-making.

★POLARIS Karat Flash Meter has “Multiple 
Flash Features”, which makes it simple to 
calculate how many times the flash must be 
fired to achieve a desired f/stop in a single 
exposure.

Flash Duration (FD) time measuring

Stop action shooting, such to stop the water 
splash, allows you to photograph unique 
expression to capture the moment of the 
world. Very useful for high-speed 
photographer.

T0.5: 《Applied by most of the strobe》
→flash duration time omitting the lower part 
of the beginning and the end of the light 
amount (=Enable flash time)

T1.0：
→all of flash duration time from the 
beginning to the end

★POLARIS Karat Flash Meter has “FD 
mode” (T0.5) <World’s first>, measurement 
range is from 1/100 to 1/9000.

Includes:Specifications

Wireless Frequency System: 2.4GHz
Operating Distance: up to 100 meters / 300 feet
Channel: 16 channels
Sync: 1/250s
Transmitter Power: 1 x CR2032 battery
Receiver Power: 2 x AAA battery
Function: Wireless Flash Trigger

(for Camera speed light or Studio light)
Weight: Transmitter 32g
(*without battery) Receiver     40g
Dimension: Transmitter 64 x 41 x 15mm
(*excluding protrusions) Receiver     37 x 79 x 21mm
Receiver includes: ¼” – 20 tripod mount
Safety Standard: CE, FCC, Canada IC
RoHS Compliance

*Specifications and appearance are subject to change without notice due to improvement

PFT-28 Transmitter
PFT-28 Receiver
φ6.3 conversion plug
φ3.5 – φ2.5 plug code (27.5mm)
Instruction Manual
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More profitable to 
purchase together!
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